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Institutional Distinctiveness

The Performance of the institution prioritising the aspect of "Empowering Women 

through Education." 

The Government Degree College for Women (Autonomous), Begumpet, Hyderabad 

is one of the oldest institutions in Hyderabad, established with a purpose to impart quality 

education and empower women students to be independent and succesful in their lives. The 

institution is centrally located and caters to the needs of students hailing from urban, 

semi-urban and rural areas The experienced, highly qualified, tech- savvy teaching faculty, 

advanced infrastructure with 8 smart boards, well-equipped laboratories, 

classrooms, ful-fedged library, Skill enhancement programmes, virtual classroom, ICT 
spacious 

enabled classrooms, computer labs are the strengths of the institution to name a few. The 

students are privileged to have an environment where human values, skill sets and a sense of 

responsibility towards the society are instilled in them. The institution for the past 5 decades 

has been relentlessly striving to enrich the students with in-depth knowledge of the subject 

and also imbibe in them an attitude of scientific temper. It tries to ingrain in them the 

importance of pursuing higher education and also motivates them to have keen interest on 

research and innovation. The institution on the whole works hard to mould and bring out 

students who can have a fulfilling and rewarding careers. Some of the initiatives of the 

college are as follows: 

Teach through the use of technology like LMS and a video centre. 

Equip the faculty with a G-Suite account which enables them to transact teaching and 

learning in remote or blended mode. 

Conduct induction programmes to orient students and broaden their perspectives.

Organise State and National level Curricular and Co-curricular activities for wide * 

exposure and to create new doors of utilizing ample opportunities. 

Provide instruction on significant domains beyond the curriculum. 

Practice the mentor-mentee system which is a strategic method of counselling/guiding

students. 

Provide multidimensional Sports and Games facilities. 



Enlighten the students with series of training and programmes on Gender 

Sensitisation and the need of Empowering Women to make them strong and 

deternined 

Provide training and practice in self-defence techniques 

Encourage participation in Workshops and Conferences and also partner with them 

for paper poster presentations 

invofve them as teams in Jignasa- Student Study Projects to create in them original 

research ideas 

ient them to be a part of NSS and NCC to serve people and the nation. 

Organize field trips and educational tours to make acquaint them with new places, 

industries and latest technology 
With all these, the college is progressing into the 21st century firmly believing in the truth 

of EMPOWER WOMEN, EMPOWER GENE RATIONS 

PRINCIPAL 
Govt. Degree College for Women 

Begumpet, Hyderabad. 


